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a b s t r a c t 

Partial cavitation dynamics in an axisymmetric converging-diverging nozzle are investigated experimen- 

tally. Shadowgraphy is used to visualize and analyze different cavitation regimes. These regimes are gen- 

erated by changing the global static pressure and flow velocity independently. Cloud cavitation is the 

most interesting and complex regime, because the shedding of vapor clouds is caused by two different 

mechanisms: the re-entrant jet mechanism and the bubbly shock mechanism. The dynamics are investi- 

gated using a position-time diagram. Using such a diagram we show that for cavitation number σ > 0.95 

the cavity shedding is caused by the re-entrant jet mechanism, and for σ < 0.75 the mechanism respon- 

sible for periodic cavity shedding is the bubbly shock mechanism. Both mechanisms are observed in the 

transition region, 0.75 < σ < 0.95. The shedding frequencies, expressed as Strouhal numbers, collapse on a 

single curve when plotted against the cavitation number, except for the transition region. The re-entrant 

jet mechanism is a pressure gradient driven phenomenon, which is caused by a temporary stagnation 

point at the cavity front. This leads to stick-slip behavior of the cavity. In the bubbly shock regime, a 

shock wave is induced by a collapse of the previously shedded vapor bubbles downstream of the ven- 

turi, which triggers the initiation of the detachment of the growing cavity. The propagation velocity of 

the shock wave is quantified both in the liquid and the mixture phase by means of the position-time 

diagram. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Cavitation is a phenomenon with mostly negative effects, oc-

curring in a wide variety of applications. For instance, cavitation

occurring in turbomachinery may cause erosion of the impeller

blades, noise production, and system vibrations, leading to fail-

ure fatigue ( Balas et al., 2006; Van Terwisga et al., 2009 ). In-

tense cavitation occurring at ship propellers is also a problem, be-

cause of efficiency drop, wear, and noise production. However, in

some cases cavitation can have positive effects, for example, to

mix two or more dissimilar fluids such as in marine diesel en-

gines ( Avellan, Dupont and Farhat, 1991; Habchi, Gillet, Velghe, Bo-

hbot, Schmid, von Rotz and Herrmann, 2014 ). Understanding the

cavitation physics is important because then the harmful effects of

cavitation can be minimized and the positive effects can be maxi-

mized. 

One interesting form of cavitation is the periodic shedding of

cavitation clouds. Due to the complex mix of unsteadiness, two-

phase flow dynamics, turbulence and fluid-structure interactions,
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: c.poelma@tudelft.nl (C. Poelma). 
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0301-9322/© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
his is a very complicated research field. In previous research usu-

lly three different test geometries are used to visualize this cloud

hedding: (1) hydrofoils ( Callenaere et al., 2001; Danlos et al.,

014; De Lange and De Bruin, 1997; Foeth et al., 2008; Long et al.,

018 ), (2) planar converging-diverging nozzles with a rectangular

ross-section (“wedges”) ( Chen et al., 2015; Ganesh et al., 2016;

ana et al., 2016; Croci et al., 2016 ) and (3) converging-diverging

xisymmetric nozzles (“venturis”) ( Rudolf et al., 2014; Hayashi and

ato, 2014; Tomov et al., 2016; Long et al., 2017 ). Although in all

eometries periodic cloud shedding can be observed, due to the

pecific shape of each of the geometries, they all have their own

haracteristic flow dynamics. Generally, the venturi has the high-

st contraction ratio, due to its shape, which results in a wider dy-

amic cavitation range. In this research, a venturi has been used,

hich gives us the ability to clearly distinguish between different

avitation mechanisms due to their more intense nature. 

Thus far in the literature, two different mechanisms that ini-

iate periodic cloud shedding are described: the re-entrant jet

echanism and the bubbly shock mechanism. There is also a

hird mechanism, the side-entrant jet ( Foeth et al., 2008; Ji et al.,

013; Peng et al., 2016 ), which is associated with the part of the

e-entrant flow that has a strong spanwise velocity component

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2018.04.019
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ijmulflow
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2018.04.019&domain=pdf
mailto:c.poelma@tudelft.nl
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2018.04.019
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1 For constant diameter geometries, such as diesel injector nozzles, the character- 

istic length is simply the diameter. 
uch as in hydrofoils. Decaix and Goncalves (2013) reported on

he presence of an oblique mode of the cavity oscillations and

imoshevskiy et al. (2016) concluded that the oblique mode of

heet cavity oscillations associated with the development of the

panwise instability exists for all test objects independent of their

hape. Because of the similarity between the side-entrant jet to the

e-entrant jet, the side-entrant jet is not discussed in further detail.

In the re-entrant jet mechanism, the occurrence of periodic

hedding is generally related to the presence of a re-entrant flow

n the closure region of the cavity which forms as the liquid flow

utside the cavity reattaches in the closure region ( Ganesh, 2015;

ensow, 2011 ). Knapp (1955) discovered a re-entrant jet by means

f high-speed imaging. Different studies towards the velocity of

he re-entrant jet have been conducted. Pham et al. (1999) mea-

ured the velocity of this jet by means of a surface electrical probe.

t different foil positions, the mean velocity of the jet was deter-

ined. They found that the velocity of the jet was of an equal or-

er of magnitude to that of the free stream velocity. It was also

ound that the velocity of the re-entrant jet increased with the

istance from the leading edge. They further observed that the

requency of the re-entrant jet, measured with the surface elec-

rical probes, was equal to the cloud shedding frequency, mea-

ured by pressure measurements. The authors concluded that the

e-entrant jet mechanism drives the cloud cavitation shedding pro-

ess. Kawanami et al. (1997) also investigated the influence of the

e-entrant jet on the cloud shedding. In this study, an obstacle was

laced at the wall, in order to prevent the re-entrant jet to proceed

o the vapor cloud origin. The re-entrant jet could not proceed and

apor cloud shedding was not observed during this experiment. In

his way, they proved that the re-entrant jet is the cause of cav-

ty cloud shedding. Callenaere et al. (2001) stated that two pa-

ameters are important for the re-entrant jet: the cavity thickness

ith respect to the re-entrant jet thickness and the adverse pres-

ure gradient. The latter is the sum of the pressure recovery and

he friction losses that the re-entrant jet encounters in order to

ropagate to the leading edge. If the energy budget provided by

he adverse pressure gradient is not sufficient to overcome these

riction losses, the re-entrant jet cannot proceed and the unsteady

avitation cloud shedding is not started. This clearly indicates that

e-entrant jet cavity shedding is a pressure driven phenomenon.

esearch towards the shedded cloud velocity was performed by

ubota et al. (1989) . They studied the flow structures around un-

teady cloud cavitation on a hydrofoil experimentally. To that end,

aser Doppler Anemometry with a conditional sampling technique

as used. It was found that the convection velocity of this cloud

s lower than the global flow velocity. Stanley et al. (2014) exper-

mentally investigated the re-entrant jet mechanism for periodic

loud shedding in a large-scale cylindrical orifice. They provided a

efined mechanism of the re-entrant jet development. Unrestricted

ptical access to the near-wall region showed the presence of a

iquid film throughout the shedding cycle. The mechanism causing

he periodic shedding was shown to be a combination of a trav-

ling wave style deformation of the cavity interface and a trans-

ational pulse, each with different velocities. Generally, for the re-

ntrant jet driven cavitating flow a Strouhal number based on the

avity length in the range of 0.18–0.35 is found, irrespective if the

ow is external (hydrofoil flow) or internal (venturi flow) ( Dular

t al., 2012; Ganesh, 2015; Stutz and Reboud, 1997 ). This Strouhal

umber ( St l ) is defined as: 

t l = 

f l 

u 0 

, (1) 

here l is the length of the cavity at the time of detachment, the

hedding frequency of the cavitation clouds is given by f and u 0 is

he free stream velocity of the flow. An alternate definition of the

trouhal number is also used in axisymmetric geometries, in which
he throat diameter 1 is used as characteristic length. Therefore, the

avity length ( l ) is replaced with the throat diameter ( d ): 

t d = 

f d 

u 0 

. (2) 

In 1964, the occurrence of condensation shocks in cavitating in-

ucers was predicted by Jakobsen (1964) ; they were studied exper-

mentally by Reisman et al. (1998) using a hydrofoil. Recently, the

ubbly shock mechanism as an initiator of the unsteady cloud cav-

tation shedding was mentioned by Ganesh (2015) . In this study,

ime-resolved X-ray densitometry was used to visualize the void

raction in the flow field. These experiments were performed on

 2D wedge. Gnanaskandan and Mahesh (2016) performed large-

ddy simulations on the same configuration to analyze transitional

avitation behavior. Detailed analysis of velocity and void fraction

ariations were presented. In Ganesh et al. (2016) the bubbly shock

henomenon is observed. According to the authors, this mecha-

ism starts to play a role when the cavitation number is decreased

nd by that the void fraction in the cavity is increased. In this situ-

tion, the shedding process is initiated by the bubbly shock mech-

nism instead of the re-entrant jet mechanism. The bubbly shock

henomenon can be explained as follows: at a certain moment, a

ell-defined void fraction front can be observed in the cavity. This

ront spans the complete cavity height and propagates upstream in

he direction of the wedge apex. If the void fraction front reaches

he wedge apex the attached cavity is separated from the wedge

pex and the vapor cloud is shed. Wang et al. (2017) reported that

 shock wave is generated by the collapse of a large-scale cavity

tructure, and propagates within the attached cavity. A significant

oid fraction variation was witnessed across the shock wave front.

ased on these observations, it can be argued that cavity shedding

n the bubbly shock regime is shock-wave driven. 

Arndt et al. (20 0 0) performed an experimental and numerical

nvestigation on a 2D NACA 0015 hydrofoil to understand the two

ompeting mechanisms responsible for the shedding of cloud cavi-

ation. They found that at high values of σ /2 α ( σ is the cavitation

umber and α is the angle of attack), the re-entrant jet mechanism

ominates while at low values of σ /2 α, the bubbly shock mecha-

ism dominates. A sharp transition was observed at σ /2 α = 4. 

At the moment, there is limited literature present which quan-

itatively clearly distinguishes between the re-entrant jet mecha-

ism and the bubbly shock mechanism. We introduce a method

ased on high-speed visualization and Strouhal numbers to iden-

ify and distinguish both mechanisms without the need for void

ractions. The data will be used in the future to validate numerical

odels. 

The outline of this paper is as follows: the experimental de-

ails are explained in Section 2 of the paper, while Section 3 ex-

lains in detail the data processing and methods used to explain

he flow dynamics in different cavitation regimes. The results are

eported in Section 4 . Discussions and the conclusions follow in

ection 5 and Section 6 , respectively. 

. Experimental details 

.1. Flow facility 

In Fig. 1 , a picture of the venturi can be seen with its geometri-

al parameters. This venturi is milled out from a rectangular block

f polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA, ‘perspex’). The most important

roperty of this material is the high light transmission because

he refractive index of perspex is very close to that of water. This
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Fig. 1. (Left) The geometry and relevant dimensions of the converging-diverging section. (Right) Photograph of the venturi in the experimental setup. 

Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the experimental facility. 1,3,6,8-pressure transducers, 2-venturi, 4-pressure recovery section, 5-temperature sensor, 7-water column, 9-vacuum 

pump, 10-centrifugal pump, 11-electromagnetic flowmeter, 12-inlet pipe. 
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gives good optical access to the cavitation dynamics. The flow di-

rection is from left to right. The convergence and divergence angles

(2 α) are 36 ° and 16 ° respectively (inspired by previous studies:

Rudolf et al., 2014; Long et al., 2017; Tomov et al., 2016; Hayashi

and Sato, 2014 ). The divergence angle of 16 ° is selected, in order

to avoid flow separation while maintaining fairly rapid pressure re-

covery ( Idelchik and Fried, 1986 ). Furthermore, an area ratio of 1:9

(area of the throat versus exit area) is chosen. 

A schematic overview of the experimental setup is given in

Fig. 2 . The flow in the closed loop system is driven by a centrifu-

gal pump, which is installed 2 m below the measurement section

to avoid cavitation in the pump. The volumetric flow rate is mea-

sured with a KROHNE flowmeter (type: IFS 40 0 0F/6). 

The length available for development is 40D, in order to

have a fully-developed turbulent flow entering the test section

( Nikuradse, 1932 ). The upstream pressure transducer is located

0.31 m before the venturi throat and the downstream pressure

transducer is located 0.73 m after the venturi throat. The tube af-

ter the venturi has a length of 1.4 m. There is a gradual transition

from this tube to the pressure recovery section, with an angle of

5.7 °, in order to avoid flow separation and minimize flow losses

( White, 2003 ). After this transition, the pressure in the flow is re-

covered in a pressure recovery section, with an overall length of

1.92 m. Furthermore, temperature measurements are performed in

the pressure recovery section. 

At the end of the pressure recovery section, a vertical water col-

umn is present, to collect the air bubbles entrained in the flow

during degasification and to vary the global static pressure of the
 σ  
ystem. A vacuum pump is used to control the global static pres-

ure below ambient pressure down to 20 kPa absolute. 

.2. Experimental procedure 

Before the measurements, the water is degasified using the vac-

um pump and a water sample is taken for the determination of

he gas content in the system using an oxygen sensor (RDO PRO-X

robe). The setup is operated for a few minutes before the mea-

urement series is started, in order to mix the water in the system

o obtain a uniform water temperature. The global static pressure

8 in Fig. 2 ) of the system is set to a fixed, prescribed value and

he measurements are started when the pressure measurements

re constant. For the fixed, prescribed global static pressure, mea-

urements are performed at different flow velocities. By means of

 data acquisition system, all the sensor values (pressure, flow rate,

nd temperature) and high-speed images (explained in more detail

n the later paragraph) are stored simultaneously. After performing

 measurement, the flow velocity is decreased in such a way that

avitation in the venturi is avoided, in order to prevent heating of

he system. In the end, the oxygen content is measured again by

aking a water sample from the setup. Throughout the paper, the

ow conditions will be reported as the cavitation number ( σ ): 

= 

p − p v 
1 
2 
ρu 

2 
0 

, (3)
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the image capturing technique. The viewing angle in the experi- 

ments is smaller than the sketched angle. 
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Fig. 4. A typical snapshot showing cavitation in the venturi. The dashed rectangle 

indicates the region that is used to calculate the average intensity ( β). The corre- 

sponding result for β as a function of the axial distance is given in the bottom 

figure, which also shows the method to determine the cavity length. See text for 

further details on this procedure. 
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here p is the downstream pressure (6 in Fig. 2 ), p v is the vapor

ressure 2 of the liquid at the temperature of the setup, ρ is the 

ensity of the fluid and u 0 is the free stream velocity of the flow

t the venturi throat. Furthermore, the pressure loss coefficient K

s given by: 

 = 

�p 
1 
2 
ρu 

2 
0 

, (4) 

here �p is the pressure loss over the venturi (calculated from 1

nd 3 in Fig. 2 ). 

.3. Shadowgraphy 

The cavity dynamics are captured using shadowgraphy. A

chematic overview of this method is shown in Fig. 3 . In this

ethod, the measurement target is placed in between a light

ource and a high-speed camera. The light source illuminates the

arget from the back side in the direction of the CMOS camera sen-

or. Preferably a homogeneous light source is used, such as the LED

anel used here. Every object that appears in the target blocks

he light from the source behind. This results in a dark spot in

he camera images. In this way the presence and position of va-

or cavities can be determined. As the refractive index of PMMA

s relatively close to water the curved inner surface of the venturi

id not result in considerable image distortion due to refraction.

his was confirmed by placing a calibration target with a regular

attern of markers at the midplane of the venturi. After the cali-

ration an overall uncertainty of less than 1 pixel is found. Please

ee Hogendoorn (2017) for further explanation. 

A high-speed camera (Photron Fastcam APX RS) in combination

ith a 105mm/2.8 FX AF MICRO-NIKKOR object-glass is used for

ecording. For the experiments two different acquisition settings

re used, in both cases an aperture f # = 2 . 8 is used as well as

 field of view of 1024 × 336 pixels. In the first case, an expo-

ure time of 1/90 0 0 Hz is used in combination with a framerate

f 800 Hz and a recording time of 4 s. This video is used for the

etermination of the cavity shedding frequency. The sample fre-

uency of 800 Hz is selected to meet the Nyquist criterion, because

 maximum shedding frequency of 300 Hz is expected. 

In the second case a framerate of 90 0 0 Hz is used in combina-

ion with an exposure time of 1/90 0 0 Hz and a recording time of

.1–0.15 s due to practical limitations on the amount of data. This

ideo is used for the cavity length determination and to generate

–t diagrams. 
2 The vapor pressure is calculated using the Antoine equation at the temperature 

easured during the experiments (14–22.4 °C). 

o  

u  

fi  

f  

l

. Data processing 

.1. Image processing 

Fig. 4 (a) shows a typical snapshot from a high-speed image se-

uence. Black indicates the presence of a vapor cavity and the light

ray region indicates a liquid phase with some amount of bubbles.

t also shows the coordinate system used. As the vertical axis is

ot used (as will be discussed later), its origin is set arbitrarily. The

rigin of the horizontal axis, coinciding with the axial/streamwise

irection, is set at the throat of the venturi. The axial location (X)

s made dimensionless using the length of the diverging section

L). A qualitative comparison of the cavitation dynamics between

he horizontal and the vertical plane of the venturi has been per-

ormed by placing a mirror at an angle of 45 ° below the ven-

uri. The side-view and the bottom-view were visualized simul-

aneously, in order to verify whether the cavitation dynamics are

xisymmetric. No significant difference was found, therefore grav-

ty can be neglected. The cavity length at moment of detachment

 l ) is determined from the average grayscale ( β), which can be

een in Fig. 4 (b). This average intensity is obtained by averaging

he dashed rectangle in Fig. 4 a, along the Y -axis. A threshold value

f 0.2 is selected to obtain a representative cavity length. The mo-

ent of detachment is determined by the gray value at the throat

osition. When this gray value drops below the threshold value,

he cavity is detached. The corresponding length ( l ) is determined

sing the preceding frame (i.e. showing the attached state). Since

here is a steep gradient in β at the locations of the cavity bound-

ry, the exact details of the threshold method are of minor im-

ortance. The lengths determined using this (automated) method

lso matched visual observations. In order to increase the accuracy

f the cavity length determination, an average of five l values is

sed. An uncertainty analysis points out that the error due to the

nite temporal resolution is proportional to e ∝ u 0 / F s where F s is the

rame rate, which results in an error of less than 4% of the cavity

ength. 
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Fig. 5. An x–t diagram, showing the cavitation dynamics. Note that the colors are 

inverted with respect to the original image (vapor is light gray, liquid is black). The 

labels are discussed in the text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Pressure loss coefficient ( K ) as a function of the cavitation number ( σ ). Only 

cases with cavitation are shown. The inset shows how the cavitation regions restrict 

the effective throat area more and more as the cavitation number is lowered. 
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3.2. X-t diagrams 

At each time step, the image data is averaged along the Y -

axis over a range spanning Y/H = 0 . 4 to 0.68, corresponding with

100 pixels, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Rectangular averaging is chosen

instead of a wedge shape, because variations along the curvature

have a small effect. The focus of this research is on global cavita-

tion characteristics, therefore we remove small local variations us-

ing this averaging process. This results in a single line of data, rep-

resenting the instantaneous overall shape of the cavitation cloud.

By stacking these lines of data, an x–t diagram is obtained, which

will be useful to describe the dynamics of the cavitation process.

The x–t diagram is useful for the determination of unsteady cavi-

tation behavior and it is a common data processing method in the

field of cavitation ( Saito and Sato, 2007; Charrière and Goncalves,

2017; Budich et al., 2018 ). An example of a typical x–t diagram is

shown in Fig. 5 . Note that the color-coding is inverted: black repre-

sents the liquid phase, while light gray represents the vapor phase.

The frequency of the shedding cycle is determined by perform-

ing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in temporal direction (i.e. ‘verti-

cal’ in an x–t diagram as indicated with arrow 1 in Fig. 5 ). Differ-

ent X/L positions can be selected for the FFT. In order to improve

the estimate of the frequency, m positions are selected at which

the frequency is determined. In the end the frequency is averaged

over these m positions. The procedure for m = 1 is explained in

more detail. A number of signal processing approaches are used

for a better frequency determination from this signal. In the first

place, this signal is divided into n parts. Subsequently, these parts

are multiplied with a hamming window, in order to account for

edge effects. From each individual signal the power spectrum is

determined by means of an FFT. All n powerspectra are averaged

in order to reduce the noise that is present in one spectrum. From

this averaged power spectrum the frequency which contains the

most power is selected with two neighboring points on both sides.

By means of a Gaussian curve fit through these five points, the res-

olution of the power signal is increased. The frequency correspond-

ing to the maximum point of this Gaussian is determined in order

to obtain the final shedding frequency. In case of m > 1 positions,

the frequencies are averaged along the X dimension as well. 

For high shedding frequencies ( ≈ 200 Hz) a maximum uncer-

tainty of 5% is found (based on the 95% probability interval), be-

cause of the rapid motion. For low shedding frequencies, the dy-

namics are captured much better, which results in an uncertainty

of 1%. 

The cavity growth rate and advection velocity are represented

by the inverse of the slopes of dashed lines indicated by 2 and

3, respectively. From the shedding frequency and the cavity length
t moment of detachment (4), the cavity growth velocity is deter-

ined, which is calculated as u c = l / t = lf . 

An uncertainty analysis for the shedding frequency determina-

ion is performed. To this end, a series with nearly 30,0 0 0 shed-

ing cycles is measured and divided into eight parts, where it is

ssumed that these parts are independent of each other since they

ontain enough shedding cycles. An uncertainty of less than 5% is

ound, based on the 95% probability interval. This was also the case

or a division of 72 parts, for an entire length of the high-speed

mage sequence. We conclude that a recording time of 4 s is suffi-

iently long for frequency determination. 

. Results 

.1. Pressure loss and cavity length 

The intensity of cavitation can be described using the cavita-

ion number. With an increase in flow velocity, the cavitation num-

er decreases, suggesting more intense cavitation. For a decreasing

avitation number, we observe that the cavity length increases at

he time of detachment. This is schematically visualized for four

ifferent cavity lengths in Fig. 6 (inset). This figure is an approx-

mation of the cavity behavior observed in the images. It can be

een that the effective throat diameter is narrowed by the pres-

nce of the growing cavity, hence the effective throat diameter is

 function of σ . 

Because of the narrowed throat diameter for decreasing cavita-

ion number, the pressure loss over the venturi will be higher. This

s evident from measurement results, shown in Fig. 6 . Here the

avitation number is varied by changing the flow velocity at differ-

nt static pressures, and the pressure loss coefficient K is reported.

t can be seen that all points collapse on one line. This implies that

ow blockage is a function of cavitation number only (i.e. not of

ressure or flow velocity independently). The points corresponding

o the global static pressure of 30 kPa are deviating from the global

rend because air bubbles are entrained in the circuit due to tiny

eakages during the measurements at this relatively low pressure.

 linear relation between the pressure loss coefficient and cavita-

ion number was also found by Rudolf et al. (2014) . 

Fig. 7 schematically shows the pressure and velocity profiles

long the throat. The top half shows the velocity profile (solid blue

ine) based on mass conservation and the bottom half shows the
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Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the dimensionless velocity and pressure pro- 

files along the throat. The velocity is normalized with the maximum velocity at the 

throat and pressure with the upstream maximum pressure. 

Fig. 8. The average length of the cavity at the time of detachment (scaled with the 

throat of the venturi) as a function of the cavitation number. 
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Fig. 9. Dimensionless frequency of the cavitation shedding cycle as a function of 

the cavitation number. 

Fig. 10. Cavitation shedding cycle as a function of the cavitation number; the di- 

mensionless frequency is here obtained using the cavity length. 
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orresponding pressure profile (solid blue line) estimated using the

D Euler equation. For the cases with a significant cavity, we can

o longer predict the pressure using this method. Using the inset

f Fig. 6 , however, we can predict it qualitatively: for a very low

we have a very large cavity which extends the effective throat

iameter, which leads to a larger high-velocity region. For low σ
ressure recovery is thus slower and not complete, as shown by

ashed lines ( Fig. 7 ). This is in agreement with the K values re-

orted in Fig. 6 . The role of pressure ratio to the cavity length

s explained in detail recently by Long et al. (2017) . Fig. 7 will

e helpful for the interpretation and discussion of the results in

ection 5 . 

The averaged cavity lengths at the time of detachment are also

easured as a function of cavitation number and are presented in

ig. 8 . The cavity lengths are non-dimensionalized with the throat

iameter (d) of the venturi. All measurement points collapse on

ne curve for the cavitation number based on the global static

ressure. For starting cloud cavitation shedding, the dimensionless

avity lengths are of order unity. For decreasing cavitation num-
er, cavities grow longer before detachment, up to 12d in the most

xtreme case. 

.2. Shedding frequency and temporal development of cavity cloud 

The shedding frequency is determined from the x–t diagram

s discussed in the previous section. This can be presented in a

on-dimensional form with the Strouhal number St d . The Strouhal

umber is also a function of cavitation number as can be seen in

ig. 9 . It follows that all points collapse on one curve again and the

hedding frequency is a function of cavitation number. The inverse

f the shedding frequency gives the integral time scale, which cor-

esponds to the process of cavity development to the time of de-

achment. Multiplication of the shedding frequency with the cavity

ength scale at the time of detachment gives the global growth rate

f the cavity front: St l ∼ fl/ u 0 ∼ u c / u 0 , where u c is the cavity front

elocity. This Strouhal number ( St l ) is presented as a function of

avitation number in Fig. 10 . It can be seen that not all the points

re collapsing on one curve, as in the case of the cavity length

nd time scales, but nevertheless, a global trend can be observed.

 minimum, as well as the highest spread, can be observed for
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Fig. 11. X–t diagram of an experiment in the re-entrant jet regime. The light gray regions indicate the presence of vapor and the black regions indicate the presence of 

liquid. An enlargement of a typical shedding cycle is presented in the (yellow) box in the figure. For this case σ = 1 (corresponding to: u 0 = 13.5 m/s, f = 188.6 Hz and p = 

90 kPa). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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0.75 < σ < 0.95. Change is more apparent in frequency/time scales,

so we use St d for further analysis. 

From Fig. 9 , visual inspection of the video data, and the x–t di-

agrams (shown and discussed in detail in the next section), two

different cavitation mechanisms can be identified as a function of

cavitation number. For σ > 0.95 cloud cavitation shedding is gov-

erned by the re-entrant jet mechanism. For σ < 0.75 cloud cavi-

tation shedding is governed by the bubbly shock mechanism. The

cavitation region in between is governed by both mechanisms, so

we call it the transition region. 3 For σ < 0.1, we do not see periodic

cavitation: there is strong jet cavitation in this case. The down-

stream vapor cloud collapse is not strong enough to cause shed-

ding. As the focus of this study is on the dynamics of cavitation,

we omit this steady jet cavitation from our analysis. 

4.3. Re-entrant jet mechanism and bubbly shock mechanism 

From Section 1 , it followed that the re-entrant jet mechanism

is pressure gradient driven, whereas the bubbly shock mechanism

is shock wave driven. To investigate these mechanisms, cavitation

characteristics must be examined in more detail. The cavitation

essence is well presented in an x–t diagram, because in this di-

agram the cavity time and length scales are visualized in a clear

way. In supplementary data, three movies can be found that fur-

ther illustrate the findings from the x–t diagrams. 

First an x–t diagram for σ > 0.95 is examined in more detail.

From preliminary visual inspection, the re-entrant jet mechanism

is expected as a prevalent mechanism for cavity shedding at high

σ . To that end the x–t diagram corresponding to a cavitation num-

ber of σ = 1 ( u 0 = 13.5 m/s, f = 188.6 Hz and p = 90 kPa) is se-

lected. This diagram is shown in Fig. 11 . 

The light gray regions indicate the presence of a cavity (va-

por) and the black regions indicate the presence of liquid. A typical

shedding cycle is captured with a rectangular box and enlarged on

the right side of the diagram. It can be seen that this cavity starts

to grow at t ≈ 20 ms and grows linearly until a certain point. Af-

ter that point the slope becomes steeper, indicating that the cav-

ity front growth rate decreases. During this front velocity decrease,

cavity detachment can be observed at t ≈ 24 ms. The back side of

the cavity moves near-instantaneously from X/L = 0 to X/L = 0 . 04 .

This sudden detachment is possibly caused by a pressure gradient.

After this sudden detachment, the vapor cloud is advected with
3 We see the transition at σ /2 α ≈ 3 (where α is the divergence angle) as com- 

pared to 4 reported by Arndt et al. (20 0 0) . This is likely due to the difference in 

geometry (venturi versus hydrofoil). 

a  

r  

u  

s  

c  
 positive velocity. Furthermore, after detachment and partial ad-

ection, the cavity front velocity increases to a constant velocity

constant slope). This “stick-slip” behavior is typical for the ex-

mined regime. In the stick-slip behavior, the backside (upstream

art) of the cavity sticks to the venturi throat and at a certain point

his backside suddenly detaches, which is associated with slip. The

tick-slip behavior of the re-entrant jet mechanism is also evident

n the simulations of Frikha et al. (2008) . The re-entrant jet can

e observed more clearly by particle/bubble tracking in individual

ideo frames as shown in Fig. 12 . 

The video frames are chosen for σ = 1. One complete cycle

f the re-entrant jet mechanism and shedding can be seen. The

ig. 12 (a) starts at t/T = 0 . 11 , where T is the total time of one

hedding cycle. It can be seen that the cavitation bubbles start to

ppear. The re-entrant jet starts to develop ( Fig. 12 (b)) and this de-

elopment proceeds to t/T = 0 . 56 ( Fig. 12 (c)), after which the jet

ront starts to propagate in the venturi throat direction ( Fig. 12 (d)).

he re-entrant jet front can be recognized by the chaotic interface,

hich can be seen above the arrow. The propagation of the jet can

e seen in Fig. 12 (e) and the re-entrant jet reaches the throat and

he entire cavity detaches from the throat, as shown in Fig. 12 (f).

he supplementary movie ‘Movie S1’ shows a few shedding cy-

les and retrograde motion of the re-entrant jet mechanism. In the

ovie bubbles/structures can be seen moving upstream, providing

urther evidence. 

From the high-speed images, the mechanism, which causes cav-

ty detachment becomes also clear. In combination with an adverse

ressure gradient (the pressure downstream is relatively high and

he pressure in the cavity is approximated by the vapor pressure),

 re-entrant jet starts to develop. This re-entrant jet disconnects

he cavity from the venturi throat, whereafter the cavity is ad-

ected with the flow and a new cavity starts to grow. 

Re-entrant jet front tracking analysis is performed in order to

stimate the re-entrant jet velocity. Typical velocities of 1.1–3.4 m/s

re found for mean flow velocities of 14.4–14.8 m/s at the venturi

hroat ( Hogendoorn, 2017 ). 

In Fig. 13 , the bubbly shock dynamics are presented in the form

f an x–t diagram. A case with a cavitation number of σ = 0.40 ( u 0 
 13.7 m/s, f = 46.1 Hz and p = 40 kPa) is shown. It can be seen

hat a cavity starts to grow at t ≈ 0 ms, with a constant growth

ate (linear slope of the black-white interface). At t ≈ 12 ms a

hange in growth rate can be observed (red marker), this is exactly

t the point where a nearly horizontal black line (coming from the

ight) hits the cavity. This black line indicates that there is a liq-

id phase present in the venturi at this time. It can also be ob-

erved that above this black line, at X / L ≈ 0.8, the previously shed

avity cloud vanishes. It follows that, at the time of cavity collapse,
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Fig. 12. Video frames of re-entrant jet development at σ = 1. In Fig. 12 (a) and Fig. 12 (b), cavity development can be seen. In Fig. 12 (c) the re-entrant jet starts to develop. 

In Fig. 12 (d) the jet front can be recognized by the chaotic interface, which can be seen above the arrow. The propagation of the jet front towards the venturi throat can be 

seen in Fig. 12 (e). In the end, cavity detachment is caused by the re-entrant jet as can be observed in Fig. 12 (f). 

Fig. 13. X-t diagram of an experiment in the bubbly shock regime. The light gray regions indicate the presence of vapor and the black regions indicate the presence of liquid. 

The cavitation number is σ = 0 . 40 ( u 0 = 13 . 7 m/s , f = 46 . 1 Hz and p = 40 kPa). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 14. Video frames of bubbly shock development. In Fig. 14 (a) and Fig. 14 (b) a growing cavity can be seen (left side of sub-panels) and previously shedded cavity (right 

side of sub-panels). In the subsequent Fig. 14 (c) and Fig. 14 (d) the cavity collapses completely and a pressure wave is emitted. The position of this pressure wave is tracked 

and indicated in Fig. 14 (e)–(g). Condensation of the cavity beyond the pressure wave can be seen due to the higher pressure there. Cavity detachment can be observed when 

the pressure wave reaches the throat ( Fig. 14 (h)). The cavitation number is σ = 0 . 40 ( u 0 = 13 . 7 m/s , f = 46 . 1 Hz and p = 40 kPa). 
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a pressure wave is emitted in both directions. The emitted pres-

sure wave is propagating upstream through the growing cavity, as

can be seen from the density change in the growing cavity (light

gray region). When the pressure wave reaches the venturi throat,

the cavity detaches and is thereafter advected with the flow. This

shedded cavity also collapses further downstream, again emitting a

pressure wave, which is the trigger mechanism for the next cavity

detachment. 

The corresponding video frames are shown in Fig. 14 . Fig. 14 (b)

and (c) are just before the time of complete cavity collapse. The

complete collapse can be seen in Fig. 14 (d). The vapor cloud col-

lapses at approximately 10d downstream of the throat. The col-

lapse causes a pressure wave, which is emitted in both directions.

In Fig. 14 (e)–(g), the position of this (left running) pressure wave

is indicated with an arrow. After the passage of the pressure wave-

front, a new equilibrium state between the vapor and liquid phase

must be formed. Due to the pressure rise after the pressure wave-

front, the void fraction in the (growing) cavity decreases by partial

condensation. This was also observed in Fig. 13 , where a jump in

grayscale over the pressure wave was mentioned. When the pres-

sure wave reaches the venturi throat, the cavity detaches, as fol-

lows from Fig. 14 (h). Wu et al. (2017) also observed a similar pres-

sure wave in a 2D convergent-divergent test section. The supple-

mentary movie ‘Movie S2’ shows a few shedding cycles for the

bubbly shock mechanism. 
The velocity of the pressure wave can be calculated from the

nverse of the slope in the x–t diagram. First, the pressure wave

elocity in the growing cavitation cloud is determined, because

his gives important insights about the physics of cavity detach-

ent. The pressure wave path is well described with a second-

rder polynomial, as can be seen in Fig. 15 (a) with a red dashed

urve. The velocity of the pressure wave is given by the inverse

f the derivative of this path. The pressure wave velocity in the

aboratory frame of reference is given by the blue, dashed line in

ig. 15 (b). Because the pressure wave travels through the cavity,

he absolute velocity of the pressure wave can be best represented

y adding the cavity growth rate to the relative pressure wave ve-

ocity. This velocity profile is given by the blue, continuous line in

ig. 15 (b). It should be remarked that after pressure wave impact

red marker), this cavity growth rate changes, as can be seen from

he change in slope, in Fig. 15 (a). This change in cavity growth ve-

ocity is probably caused by a higher downstream pressure, result-

ng in a decreasing growth velocity with a factor 1.19 with respect

o the growth velocity before impact. 

Thus far two typical cases are considered, where either the

e-entrant jet mechanism or the bubbly shock mechanism is the

revalent mechanism for cavity shedding. Both mechanisms are

bserved in the transition region where 0.75 < σ < 0.95. To this

nd an x–t diagram is shown for an experiment with σ = 0 . 88

 u = 14 . 2 m/s, f = 101 . 1 Hz and p = 90 kPa), and is presented in
0 
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Fig. 15. Pressure wave path with corresponding velocities. In Fig. 15 (a) an x–t diagram of the shedding cycle from Fig. 14 is shown. The velocity profiles of the pressure 

wave as the function of position are shown in Fig. 15 (b). The blue dashed line is the velocity in the laboratory frame of reference. The blue continuous line gives the absolute 

velocity based on the cavity growth rate. Note the difference in horizontal axis scale between the top and bottom figure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ig. 16 . In this x–t diagram two different regimes can be identi-

ed, with a transition at t ≈ 34 and t ≈ 66 ms. For 0 < t < 34 ms

nd 66 < t < 87.5 ms emitted pressure waves can be observed, em-

nating from collapsing cavities. Although the pressure waves are

ot so evident as in the case of Fig. 13 , they can still be identi-

ed as the trigger mechanism of (growing) cavity detachment. For

4 < t < 66 ms, the pattern changes and the characteristics of stick-

lip behavior can be observed. This analysis shows that in the in-

ermediate region indeed two alternating mechanisms can be ob-

erved. The supplementary movie ‘Movie S3’ shows a few shedding

ycles for the transition region. 

. Discussion 

This study has analyzed the mechanisms responsible for partial

avitation in a venturi based on the cavitation number. The cav-

ty lengths and time scales of the re-entrant jet mechanism are

maller than the bubbly shock mechanism, as shown in Fig. 8 and

ig. 9 , respectively. The x–t diagram of an intermediate region

 Fig. 16 ) clearly distinguishes between both mechanisms based on

he above-mentioned parameters. This implies that there is a crit-

cal point when the bubbly shock mechanism takes over the re-

ntrant jet mechanism. From a close investigation of high-speed

ovies, we found that the bubbly shock mechanism takes over

hen a certain minimum amount of vapor cloud collapses down-

tream of venturi to emit a pressure wave strong enough to detach

he growing cavity. Large vapor clouds are formed in the bubbly
hock mechanism, because of larger cavity lengths at lower cavita-

ion numbers (see Fig. 7 ), as a result they emit stronger pressure

aves. Several vapor cloud collapses (horizontal black lines) can be

een in a shedding cycle in the bubbly shock mechanism as shown

n Fig. 13 , the pressure wave emitted from the largest vapor cloud

ollapse causes the shedding (detachment of the growing cavity).

his strong pressure wave causes a jump in the density due to

ondensation while it propagates through the bubbly water and

he cavity, so it can be described as a shock wave. The collapses

f individual bubbles and small groups initiate further collapses,

nd this cascade process results in the shock wave. Smaller vapor

loud collapses are also evident in the re-entrant jet mechanism

 Fig. 11 ) but when the pressure waves are extrapolated upstream

f the venturi in the x–t diagrams, it is found that they do not

ause the detachment of the growing cavity. 

Neither the re-entrant jet mechanism, nor the bubbly shock

echanisms was found to be dominant in the transition region.

owever, a low-frequency component was found in a spectral anal-

sis (at around 10 Hz). This frequency is caused by switching be-

ween both the modes i.e. from the re-entrant jet mechanism to

he bubbly shock mechanism and vice versa. This frequency is

ound to be a function of the static pressure of the system, as it

ecreases with a decrease in static pressure of the system. In or-

er to ensure that it was not due to the pump, a system frequency

nalysis was performed. The system was operated for 6 min and

t was concluded that no frequency component was captured in

he frequency range which was in the region of interest. The de-
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Fig. 16. X-t diagram of an experiment in the intermediate region. The light gray 

regions indicate the presence of vapor and the black regions indicate the presence 

of liquid. Bubbly shock induced shedding can be observed for 0 < t < 34 ms and 

66 < t < 87.5 ms. Re-entrant jet governed shedding can be observed for 34 < t < 66 

ms. For this case, σ = 0.88 ( u 0 = 14 . 2 m/s, f = 101 . 1 Hz and p = 90 kPa). 

Fig. 17. X-t diagram with an enlarged shock wave path in the liquid phase. The 

yellow dashed line in the inset gives the best approximation of the shock wave 

path, corresponding to a velocity of 900 m/s. For this case, σ = 0 . 40 ( u 0 = 13 . 7 m/s, 

f = 46 . 1 Hz and p = 40 kPa) and F s = 125 kHz. (For interpretation of the references 

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this arti- 

cle.) 
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crease in this frequency causes spreading in the transition region

as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 . 

The dissolved gas concentration can affect the inception of cav-

itation and mean cavity length, which in turn changes the param-

eters for the dynamics of cavity deformation. Although the water

was degassified before the experiments to approximately 40% oxy-

gen content, still the experiments performed below the ambient

pressure at 0.5 bar absolute had an oxygen content of 32% due to

unavoidable degassing during experiments. 

The shock wave path was tracked through the cavity , but there

is also a core that consists of liquid. Our analysis is based on a

single shock wave velocity. The radial variation in vapor fraction

will result in different local pressure wave velocities. The speed

of sound in the liquid core is of the same order of magnitude as
n the liquid region downstream. If the black shock wave path in

ig. 15 a is extrapolated through the cavity, a white plume is ob-

erved at the throat of venturi ( t ≈ 11 ms). This plume is possibly

aused by the shock wave, which traveled through the liquid core

egion instead of traveling through the cavity. 

Accurate determination of the velocity of the shock wave in the

iquid region (right side of sub-panels in Fig. 14 ) was more diffi-

ult due to its high velocity. A video was recorded at 125 kHz at

= 0.4, the best-approximated shock wave velocity in the liquid

hase was found to be 900 m/s by using an x–t diagram ( Fig. 17 ).

he shock wave propagation speed is not the expected 1450 m/s

n the liquid phase, because it is not a pure liquid (water). Va-

or left from the shedded cavity ( Fig. 14 d) and the presence of

on-condensable gas, even a small amount, significantly lowers the

peed of sound. A speed of sound of 900 m/s would correspond to

 gas fraction of approximately 0.004% (calculated using the model

f Minnaert, 1933 ). 

In contrast, a velocity of 15 m/s was found in the cavity region.

his decrease in velocity can be explained by the difference in the

peed of sound in both phases. With a static pressure of 40 kPa and

he estimated velocity, an approximate void fraction of 35% was

ound at the cavity front. With the increase of velocity in the cav-

ty ( Fig. 15 (b)) towards the venturi throat, the vapor fraction also

ncreases. The quantitative usefulness of the experiments for the

hock wave velocity, including the change in shock wave velocity,

hould be further evaluated against quantitative void fractions to

ompare the speed of sound both in the liquid phase and the va-

or phase. 

. Conclusions and outlook 

The purpose of the current study was to investigate the dif-

erent cavitation regimes in a converging-diverging axisymmetric

ozzle. The different cavitation regimes are generated by system-

tically changing the global static pressure and flow velocity. From

his study, the following conclusions are formulated: 

For a cavitation number based on global static pressure, the

ressure loss coefficient is found to be a function of cavitation

umber only. Flow blockage is increasing for decreasing cavitation

umber. For the same definition of the cavitation number, cavity

ength and time scales are also a function of cavitation number.

oth scales are combined in the Strouhal number, based on the

avity lengths at the time instant of detachment. This St l is the di-

ensionless form of the integral cavity growth velocity. It follows

hat for this Strouhal number, as a function of cavitation number,

 minimum is found for a cavitation number σ = 0 . 88 . 

Based on the result, and the cavitation dynamics in the x–t di-

grams, three different cloud cavitation shedding regimes can be

dentified. It is found that for σ > 0.95, the periodic cavity shedding

s caused by the re-entrant jet mechanism. The shedding caused

y re-entrant jet mechanism is characterized by stick-slip behav-

or in the x–t diagram. For σ < 0.75, the prevalent mechanism for

eriodic cavity shedding is found to be the bubbly shock mech-

nism. Both mechanisms are encountered in the intermediate re-

ion, 0.75 < σ < 0.95. From a physical point of view, both mecha-

isms are very different. The re-entrant jet mechanism is caused

y an adverse pressure gradient and a stagnation point at the

losure of the cavity. The bubbly shock in the growing cavity is

aused by a shock wave, which is emitted from the previously de-

ached, advected and collapsing cavity. This makes this mechanism

 shock-wave driven phenomenon. The shock wave velocity, as a

unction of position, is determined from the shock wave path in

he x–t diagram. The shock wave velocity in the liquid phase was

ound to be 900 m/s and around 15 m/s in the cavity region. 

The collected data is currently being used for validation of nu-

erical codes. X-ray densitometry experiments are also being per-
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ormed to extract quantitative information regarding the local void

ractions. X-ray experiments will also help us in reconstructing the

D shape of the cavity. 
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